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Inter Handling Has Selected Ink Innovation for Improving On-Time Performance at Regional Airports in Western Finland

Alicante, Spain, November 15, 2022 – Inter Handling Ltd. and Nordic Aviation Support® inked an agreement for Ink’s Departure Control System (DCS) to be used at Mariehamn and Turku airports.

Inter Handling will use Ink DCS to connect passengers between the provincial airports of Turku City and the Åland Islands. The flexibility of the Ink solution will help deliver an enhanced experience through the ability to handle passengers via desktop and mobile. In addition, the system enables Inter Handling to scale its operation and react quickly to passenger demand on the day of departure, making it easy to add or remove processing capacity when required.

Ola Strangeways, CEO & Founder of Nordic Aviation Support shared “To optimise processes and infrastructure for Inter Handling Finland, we needed to deliver a practical, future-fit solution. We chose Ink because of the high versatility of its mobile platform and the rapid roll-out of a mere five days. Inter Handling will also leverage additional functionalities to help improve the aircraft turnaround process, resulting in better on time performance and reduced fuel burn for its airline customers.”

“Together with our business partner Nordic Aviation Support, we are glad to support Inter Handling’s future growth plans both now and well into the future”, added Blaine Powell, Chief Sales Officer of Ink Innovation.

Ink DCS is a Cloud-hosted departure control platform capable of running across a range of devices. It combines Plug-and-play Web Check-in, Desktop DCS, Disaster Recovery, Ink Mobile, Kiosk Check-in, and Bag Drop according to each station’s needs in a single connected platform. It is designed to deliver the best passenger journey to and through the airport. DCS is certified on all major CUTE platforms: SITA, RESA, Rockwell Collins, Aena, and Amadeus.

Ink Innovation S.L. helps airports and airlines with innovative and affordable technology to create unrivalled passenger experiences and realise greater flexibility
across the organisation. Ink's unique ecosystem of blockchain, biometrics, mobile and cloud systems forms part of a modern departure control platform.

Headquartered in Spain, Ink operates worldwide partnering with clients such as KLM, Copenhagen Airport, Jet2, La Compagnie, Menzies Aviation, Flyr, Lift and Sabre.

ISO 27001 certified • IATA Partner • ACI Partner | Visit www.innovation.ink to explore more.

**Inter Handling Ltd.** is an independent Airport Ground Handling provider at Turku (TKU/EFTU), Pori (POR/EFPO), Mariehamn (MHQ/EFMA), Kokkola-Pietarsaari (KOK/EFKK) and Tampere-Pirkkala (TMP/EFTP) Airports. Established in 2013 to provide an easy option for the airline industry, the company serves airlines and cargo operators. Its service range includes all passenger, ramp and cargo services for aircraft in all classes from VIP business jets to wide bodies. For more information, visit www.interhandling.com

**Nordic Aviation Support**, part of the ALBA Industrial Group, transforms the world of aviation, offering Ground Handling Systems, a range of consultancy services, and manpower for frontline and backhouse staff, supervisory staff, subject matter experts, and interim management. For more information, visit www.nordicaviation.support
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